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Ho was born OJI December FI, 1S89. He went to tlie Protestant 
Gymnasium in Budapest and thea studJied mathematics and phy-
sics at the Philosophical Faculty of the University of Budapest. 
Jíio gratíuated in 1912. Previously he had already been invited by 
Loránd Eötvös to the Geophysical Institute and afte.r taking 
his degree he spent all the time he couhl speie working there. 
He took part in two geophysical expeditions, one of them was 
(jarrying out the determination of g 011 the ice of Lalce Balaton 
and (he other ,in Transylvanda. The first world w,ar interrupted 
his scientific career he served in the ftrmy from October 17, 1913-
December, 1917. He was seriously wounded during the fighting on 
Ihe Serbian hattlefield. He obtained a degree as Ph. D. from phy-
sics in June 15, 1918. and received on October 1, 1928. the title of 
„Ijecturer" of the Philosophical faculty of the University of Buda-
pest on the base of his study on „Experimentál and Theoretica] 
Optics." During the time of his nrilitary service he oveu spent the 
short periods he was on leave at the Loránd Eötvös GeophysLcal 
Institute alsó doaling witli optieal problems besides gravitat.ional 
ínvestigations. 

On October 1924. ho bceame Pro fossor of Experimentál Phy-
sies of the University of Szeged. 

\n the meantlimc he had been granted a scholarship by the 
International Board of Elducation and went to the United States 
to continuo his research. work. Ho atndied at the John Uopkins 
University at Baltimore and at the Physical Institute at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. In Baltimore. ho worked in the laboratory o! 
Prof. lí. W. Wood. in Ohieago in tlio.se of Professors Millikaa, 
Michelson and Compton. In 1928 he was delegated by the Hungárián 
State to continue his scientific research work at the Universitáe* 
of Berlin, Jena, Götting<n, Heidelberg and Munich and in the 
same year the Hungárián Academy ol" Science elected him as «i 
member. In 1930 the Instituto of Experimentál Physics of the Uni-
versity of Szeged was built and equipped according to his plans. 

lnitiall.v he investigated classioal optics, but duriing the period 
of his American scholarship he began to study questions eoncer-
ning colloid phosphors. A tokén of tlie acknowledgement of his ro-
search work abroad was an appeal from Wo. Ostwald the Editor ot 
*he „Kolloid Zeitschrift" arulf one of the most prominent workers 
in this field inviting him to become a collaborator of the afore-
mentioned periodical. His commuiiications were oJso published in 
Annalen der Pliysik, Zeitschrift für Physik, Mathemaitikai 
CP Természettudományi Értesítő and Math. és Fizikai Lapok. 

As a man his dominíiting eharacteristic was his inodesty, which 
roached such an extent that it even extended to his scientific work. 
Paine andl glory were quito unimportant to him he wqrked for the 
sake of working not for personal ambitions, that is why he did 
uot Oither stress the importanco of his results. 

As a research worker his work was characterized by greut 
aocuracy and precision. Before the pnblication of any paper he 
always carried out; most precise eontrol experliments and his eolin-
borators had aleo to confonn to this rule. He was a true phygicist 
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who above alt believed in experimental facts and was very careful 
concerning the explanations deidtuced from, the experimental facts. 
He interpreted the experimental facts as simply ias possible and 
advised his co-workers to act in a similar manner. In the case of 
a collaborator reporting on some partial result in the course 
of the experiments, he. listened to him readily and even 
talked the matter over with him in detail, but if by any chance 
something diverging from the simple experimental facts was men-
tioned for instance: I believe 'flhis phenomenon will result in, then 
the answer was always: „it must be examined." 

A Significant parti of his work was devoted to education. His 
lectures were exemplary, lujid and very comprehensible. He also 
directed his attention towards eliminating the dryness and mono-
tony of the lectures by illustrating them with observations and 
ancdotes. He educated a whole generation who were all very atta-
ched to him and deeply moved by the event of his death. 

His deeply human feelings and trend of thought was shown 
by the fact that he provided with, equal kindness for all the mem-
bers of his institute. He considered everybody to Tie his friend and 
as such tried to support them in every possible manner. 

He diLed on October 15, 1949 quite suddenly under tragic cir-
cumstances. Unfortunately we couild no more celebrate hie 25 years 
jubilee as a Professor. Even during his brief illness — when he 
felt a little better — he sent for his co-workers and attempted 
»till the very last to support them with his advice. 

His death is an. irreparable loss to his friends, co-workers, pu- . 
pils and the University of Szeged. 

The Scientific Research Work of P. Frdhlich 
i 

He beigan his scientific investigatlions with examinations con-" 
cerning the field of classical optics. His earliest investigations were 
concerned with the examination of the polarization of the re-
fracted ray in the vicinity of the critical angle of total reflection 
(1,2). He examined the polarization state of refracted) light rays 
at. tbe critical angle of the total reflection. If the incident 
light ray is perpendicularly polarized to the plane of the 
incidence, i.e. the vector lies in the plane of the incidence, then 
a 'linear vector penetrates into the second medium whlich changes 
towards the direction of the normal, of the separating plane. 

The examinations strictly proved the theoretically established 
behaviour concerning the polarization of the. refracted light ray. 

He dealt in several papers in detail with one of the most im-
portant laws of classical optics with the limit of the validity of 
the geometrical law of reflection (3—7). In • classical optics it has 
been theoretically established that, the light vector penetrates also in the 
case of total reflection into the second medium. With the depth of the 
penetration the amplitude of the vector diminishes. Thus complete 
refraction can oruly occur if the thickness of the less dense medium, 
is greater than the depth of the penetration of the vector. The ex-




